
 
 

 

Film 
 

LCB Depot’s exhibition & events programme highlights work from a different creative practice every 
month. In March 2021 the focus is on film, photography, and video.  

Artists and filmmakers from across the country including those based in Loughborough and at De 
Montfort Universities will showcase their latest work in our gallery and online 

To find out more visit http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film 

#film @lcbdepot 

Now & Then 

Clair Robins 

Photographs 

‘Now & Then’ is a photographic visual exploration of imagery by local visual artist Clair Robins. Robins 

inspired works was prompted by a beautiful faded black and white family portrait of her late Grandma 

‘Edna’ taken over a century ago. Hung on the dining room wall, the framed print blended in and was 

almost lost amongst modern family photographs. However, Edna’s young eye were compelling to 

Clair, and this connection inspired a set of portraits and still life work fuelled by photographic 

techniques from the past. Robins has replicated the atmosphere and mood created by Victorian 

photographers when they shot subjects in daylight studios, capturing the mesmerising gaze of her 

daughters, making her imagery incredibly compelling to the viewer. Her nostalgic work symbolically 

probes photographic history and merges ‘decades’ together using inanimate objects, family and subtle 

lighting to reveal hidden fragments of the past. 

Purchase enquiries clair.robins@gmail.com 

 

Artist Bio 

http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film


 
 

 

In a world of uncertainty, I can always rely on image making to express my ideas and concepts. I am a 

passionate photographic visual artist and educator in FE from Leicester UK. My project work often 

explores narrative, still life and portraiture, whilst embracing personal memories, sense of being, and 

nostalgia. I use a range of creative processes, both digital and darkroom to realise my projects.  

I often conceptually reconstruct scenarios whilst exploring daily life though symbolism and visual 

language. Many of my latest works are surrounded by the frustration of lockdown dystopia, identity 

and an ever-changing family. Collections, artefacts, portraiture merge and collide with memorabilia 

and aphoristic humour to express my passions, annoyances and messages on life. 

To me, the mundane is never mundane. 

 

 

@clairscollections 

  


